For immediate release
New compilation Breaking Through - As part of the Antara Project, nine composers take a
different look at our world today.

London, the 15th of April 2013 - This compilation "Breaking Through" is the product of an
international collaboration of Artists. A community and a philosophy, Antara was created in England by
Annemarie Borg. It brings together the original music of nine composers and the works of art, poems,
and contributions of international poets, writers and ecologists. Antara brings a fresh perspective on
the meaning and place of creativity, and stresses the importance of reconnecting with Nature as an
expression of personal responsibility.
The tracks on this album, written by eight European composers and one Canadian, illustrate a strong
and innovative concept. To quote composer and ecologist Annemarie Borg : "With Antara my
intention is to build a far-reaching community of Artists and thinkers. Creativity transcends prejudices
and taboos; it is a language that nourishes the soul and appeals to the imagination and the emotions,
hence facilitating change." This explains why this compilation speaks to us in such a personal way and
raises new questions.
Antara is a three-phase project that encourages change via creativity. In phase1, Breaking Through,
the album of eclectic music introduces contemporary compositions in a very original yet congruent
manner. We note the wonderful contribution of modern contemporary composer Marc Yeats, as well
as the exciting music of Swiss jazz composer Nicolas Meier, a most evocative piece “Vol de Nuit” by
Montreal based composer Eric Lemieux, the wonderful eclectic pieces by French
composers Annemarie Borg, Julien Boulier and Robert Lignier and electronic artist and label manager
Aes Dana and finally a piano offering by well known ambient composer Bruno Sanfilippo. All
composers, and most accomplished musicians and artists participating in this compilation act as
witnesses of our times and eloquently express their emotional investment in this project.
1. Nicolas Meier - Yemin-Pledge
2. Robert Lignier - The Promise
3. Julien Boulier - Psyché Océan
4. Bruno Sanfilippo – Reflections
5. Annemarie Borg – Paraklesis
6. Marc Yeats – Pathos (Cellist P. Tapio Johnson)
7. Eric Lemieux - Vol de Nuit (J. C. Lefebvre)
8. Aes Dana - Aftermath #7
9. Franz Liszt - Gretchen am Spinnrade (Maria Pikoula)
10.Annemarie Borg - Adagio di Pace (P. Tapio Johnson)
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